The origin of galactic spiral arms is one of fundamental problems in astrophysics. Based on the local analysis Toomre (1981) proposed the swing amplification mechanism in which the self-gravity forms spiral arms as leading waves of stars rotate to trailing ones due to galactic shear. The structure of spiral arms is characterized by their number and pitch angle. We perform global N-body simulations of spiral galaxies to investigate the dependence of the spiral structure on disk parameters and compare the simulation results with the swing amplification model. We find that the spiral structure in the N-body simulations agrees well with that predicted by the swing amplification for the wide range of parameters. The pitch angle decreases with increasing the shear rate and is independent of the disk mass fraction. The number of spiral arms decreases with both increasing the shear rate and the disk mass fraction. If the disk mass fraction is fixed, the pitch angle increases with the number of spiral arms.
INTRODUCTION
The formation mechanism of galactic spiral arms in disk galaxies is one of important problems in galactic astronomy. The spiral arms are excited by tidal interactions with nearby companion galaxies (e.g., Oh et al. 2008; Dobbs et al. 2010) and by the central stellar bar (e.g., Buta et al. 2005) . However, the spiral arms can also be excited and maintained without external perturbations. One theory to explain the origin of spiral arms in disk galaxies is swing amplification mechanism (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965; Julian & Toomre 1966; Toomre 1981) . During the rotation, a wave is amplified if Toomre's Q is 1-2. In N-body simulations of multi-arm spiral galaxies, it is observed that the spiral arms are transient and recurrent (e.g., Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Sellwood 2000; Baba et al. 2009; Fujii et al. 2011 ). This feature can be understood by the swing amplification mechanism.
In a differentially rotating disk, if a perturber, such as a giant molecular cloud, exists, a stationary density structure around a perturber forms (Julian & Toomre 1966) . Even without a explicit perturber, the density pattern can be amplified. If the leading wave exists, it rotates to a trailing wave due to the shear. If the self-gravity is sufficiently strong, the rotating wave is amplified during the rotation. These processes are called swing amplification (Goldreich & LyndenBell 1965; Julian & Toomre 1966; Toomre 1981) . The ampli-E-mail: michikos@kyoto-wu.ac.jp † E-mail: kokubo@th.nao.ac.jp fied density patterns may correspond to spiral arms observed in the galaxies.
In the swing amplification theory, the local and linear approximations were adopted. First, the deviation of stellar orbits from the circular orbit on the disk midplane is assumed to be small compared to the orbital radius. This is local approximation or epicycle approximation (Binney & Tremaine 2008) . In addition, the deviation of various quantities, such as the surface density, from the unperturbed state is assumed to be small, that is, the deviation from the circular orbit is small compared to the wavelength. Using this approximation, the hydrodynamic equation or Boltzmann equation in the local coordinate system is linearized (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965; Julian & Toomre 1966) . In this respect, this is linear approximation.
In the linear theory of swing amplification, a perturber or a seed leading wave is necessary for the growth of the spiral arms. D 'Onghia et al. (2013) performed N-body simulations and examined the non-linear effect. Their simulations show that perturbers are not necessary once the spiral arms are developed. The spiral arm itself causes overdense and underdense regions that behave as perturbers and generate another spiral arm. This phenomenon cannot be explained only by the linear theory. Kumamoto & Noguchi (2016) clearly showed that the non-linear interaction between spiral arms forms overdense and underdense regions by the more controlled simulations.
However, we cannot still deny the importance of the linear theory of the swing amplification to explain the formation process of the spiral arm from a leading wave or a perturber caused by the non-linear interaction. The linear theory of the swing amplification may explain some aspects of the basic physics of the spiral arm formation. In addition, the short-scale spiral structures in Saturn's ring, so-called self-gravity wakes, are said to be formed by the swing amplification (Salo 1995; Michikoshi et al. 2015) . The recent N-body simulation suggests that self-gravity wakes exists even in a ring around a small body (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2017) . This type of structure may be ubiquitous. Therefore, it is important to understand physical mechanism of swing amplification.
In the series of our papers, we have investigated the swing amplification mechanism using the local linear theory and the local N-body simulations (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2014 , 2016a . The global N-body simulations of the spiral arms show that the pitch angle of the spiral arms decreases with increasing the shear rate (Grand et al. 2013 ). This tendency is expected from the view of the swing amplification mechanism (Julian & Toomre 1966) . From the local N-body simulations and the local linear analyses, we confirmed this trend and obtained the accurate pitch angle formula (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2014 ) (hereafter referred to as Paper I). The proposed pitch angle formula is consistent with other global N-body simulations (Grand et al. 2013; Baba 2015; Fujii et al. 2018) . The physical understanding of the dependence of the pitch angle on the shear rate is given based on the phase synchronization of the epicycle motion (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2016b ) (hereafter referred to as Paper III).
It is suggested that the number of spiral arms is inversely proportional to the disk mass fraction (Carlberg & Freedman 1985) . D'Onghia et al. (2013) confirmed that the number of spiral arms is determined by the critical wavelength of the gravitational instability. It follows that the inverse relation between the disk mass and the number of spiral arm. D'Onghia (2015) adopted more detailed model of disk and halo models and obtained the number of spiral arms formula, which depends on the distance from the galactic center. Recently Fujii et al. (2018) performed global simulations that include a live bulge and dark matter halo. Their results show that a larger shear rate results in a smaller number of spirals. However, the dependence of the number of spiral arms on the shear rate has not been investigated quantitatively.
In the previous works, a factor X, which is the azimuthal wavelength normalized by the critical wavelength, is assumed to be 1-2. In general, X depends on the shear rate (Athanassoula 1984) . Michikoshi & Kokubo (2016a) (hereafter referred to as Paper II) obtained the detailed formula of X, the pitch angle, the amplification factor, and the number of spiral arms as a function of disk parameters. It is suggested that X increases and the number of spiral arms decreases with increasing the shear rate. This prediction has not yet been confirmed by global simulations.
So far the results of the local N-body simulations agree well with the local linear analysis of the swing amplification mechanism (Paper I, II). However, in realistic spiral arms, the local approximation is not always valid. Especially, for the grand-design spiral arms, the local approximation would break down. Thus it is important to investigate the spiral structure by global N-body simulations.
In the present paper we extend local N-body simulations to global ones and systematically investigate the dependencies of the number and pitch angle of spiral arms on the disk parameters. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model and simulation method. In Section 3, we give the results of the N-body simulations.
In Section 4, we provide the intuitive explanation of the dependencies of the pitch angle and the number of spiral arms. We summarize our findings in Section 5.
METHOD

Model
In the many previous works, Hernquist profile or NFW profile as the dark halo model is often adopted (Hernquist 1990; Navarro et al. 1997) . However, our aim is to examine the dependence on shear rate, disk mass fraction, and Q and to understand the physical mechanism of swing amplification. Thus, we introduce the somewhat artificial model for dark halo and disk to control these parameters directly, which is an straightforward extension of our local simulations presented in paper I, II. For the halo, we adopt the powerlaw model, which enables us to control the shear rate directly (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008) . The similar dark halo model was also adopted in a recent controlled simulation (Kumamoto & Noguchi 2016) . The density profile of the power-law density model follows
where r is the distance from the center, α is the power-law index of the density profile, r 0 is the typical scale length, and ρ h0 is the density at r 0 . Then, the corresponding orbital frequency is given as
where Ω 0 is the orbital frequency at r 0 . The shear rate without the disk self-gravity is defined as
If we neglect the disk self-gravity, the power-law density model gives the uniform shear rate Γ h = α/2. Observationally disk galaxies have the shear rate 0.4 Γ h 1.5 (Seigar et al. 2005) . The dark halo mass inside the sphere with radius r is M h = r 3 Ω 2 h /G. From this, we can calculate the gravitational force from the dark halo at the point r with |r | = r, where the origin is the center of the galaxy. The gravitational acceleration by the halo is a h = −Ω 2 h r, which diverges for r → 0 when Γ h > 1/2 (α > 1). In addition, the circular velocity diverges when Γ h > 1 (α > 2). For avoiding the divergence, in calculating the acceleration, we introduce the softening parameter h as a h = −(GM h /(r 2 + 2 h ) 3/2 )r. We adopt h = 0.1r 0 . For r h , this modification does not affect the result. We introduce the mass scale
We normalize the length, time, and mass by r 0 , Ω −1
0
, and M h0 , respectively. In the following, the normalized quantities are denoted by a tilde on top. The stellar disk surface density is given by an exponential model (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008)
where Σ d0 is the surface density at r 0 . The mass inside the sphere with radius r is
where
is the total mass of the stellar disk. In the following, we focus on the region with 1 <r < 2. We define the disk mass fraction f as
It is often assumed that the ratio of the radial velocity dispersion to the surface density is constant (Lewis & Freeman 1989; Hernquist 1993) . Then, Q depends on the distance from the galactic center. However, the aim of this paper is to elucidate the dependence on the disk parameters. Thus, we assume that the initial Toomre's Q, Q ini , of the disk is uniform. From this, we calculate the initial radial velocity dispersion σ r . The initial azimuthal velocity dispersion σ θ is σ θ /σ r = κ/2Ω h . Here we assume that the initial vertical velocity dispersion σ z is given by an equilibrium ratio, which is σ z /σ r = 0.3κ/Ω h + 0.2, where κ is the epicycle frequency for simplicity (e.g., Ida et al. 1993, Paper I) . Using the epicycle approximation, we determine the initial velocity of each particle with the random phase of the epicycle motion. Since the generated disk is not exactly in an equilibrium, the artificial axisymmetric structure appears first. To remove this structure, we let the disk evolve fort/2π = 15 under the constraint of the rotational symmetry of the surface density by randomizing the azimuthal positions of particles (McMillan & Dehnen 2007; Fujii et al. 2011 ). Then we adopt it as the initial disk.
The number of stars is N = 3 × 10 6 . We introduce the softening length of the self-gravity between stars . We adopt = 0.01, which is sufficiently small to resolve the structures. In the models where the small scale structures appear ( f = 0.05 and 0.1) we also perform simulations with˜ = 0.005 and confirm that the following results do not change. In the following we vary f , Q ini , and Γ h . The disk parameters are listed in Table 1 . The models with Γ h = 1 (models 7, 9 and 13-30) correspond to disks with flat rotation curve. The circular velocity and shear rate of model 7 are shown in Fig. 1 . The actual shear rate Γ can deviate from Γ h slightly due to the disk self-gravity and the velocity dispersion. From the averaged rotational velocity in the simulations, we calculate Γ, which is summarized in Table 1 . The difference between Γ and Γ h is small. If f is not so large, we can neglect the disk contribution to the rotational velocity, which means Ω Ω h where Ω is the orbital frequency. Then the actual shear rate is approximated by Γ h .
We use the simulation code based on FDPS, which is a general-purpose, high-performance library for particle simulations (Iwasawa et al. 2016 ) with the Phantom-GRAPE module (Tanikawa et al. 2012 (Tanikawa et al. , 2013 . We adopt a leapfrog integrator with the fixed timestep ∆t = 2π/1000. 
Analysis of Spiral Arms
In order to analyze the spiral arms quantitatively, we calculate their number and pitch angle using the Fourier coefficients. As stated in Section 2.1, we focus on the disk region of 1.0 <r < 2.0 where the softening effect of the acceleration from the halo is negligible. We divide the region into 10 annuli with width ∆r = 0.1. In each annulus, we calculate the surface density Σ(r, φ,t), where φ is the azimuthal angle. The Fourier coefficient at radiusr for m ≥ 1 is defined by
whereΣ(r,t) is the azimuthally averaged surface density,
For m = 0, the Fourier coefficient is A 0 = 1. Conversely, we can reconstruct the surface density from A m (r,t)
where φ m = tan −1 ( (A m (r,t))/ (A m (r,t))) is the shape function.
We estimate the number of spiral arms using Fourier coefficient. First we find m max (r,t) that has the maximum amplitude | A m (r,t)| of the annulus with radiusr att. Since the number of spiral arms varies with the radius (Fujii et al. 2011) , m max (r,t) has the relatively large dispersion. Thus, we calculate the mean value of m max (r,t) at eacht, m mean (t) = m max (r,t) r , where X Y denotes the average of X with respect to the variable Y . In calculating average, we adopt the interquartile mean for avoiding the influence from outliers. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of m mean (t). For Γ h = 0.5, m mean (t) is almost constant throughout the simulation, which is about 9. On the other hand, for Γ h = 1.0 and 1.5, m mean (t) decreases with time untilt/2π 10 and (φ m (r +∆r,t)− φ m (r −∆r,t)).
We calculate θ max (r,t) of the dominant mode with m max (r,t). We calculate θ mean (t) = θ max (r,t) r by averaging θ max (r,t) overr. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of θ mean (t). Although the pitch angle has the large dispersion, there seems no clear trend. Finally we obtain the time average of the pitch angle over 10 <t/2π < 20,θ = θ max (r,t) r,t . Fig. 3 demonstrates the estimated spiral arms for the surface density distribution att/2π = 15 for model 7 where Γ h = 1.0, f = 0.2, and Q ini = 1.2. Their estimated number and pitch angle arem = 4.8 andθ = 24.0 • , which are consistent with the numerical results. Assuming m = 5 and θ = 24.0 • , we draw the logarithmic spiral. The j-th logarithmic spiral ( j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , m − 1) is given by
where φ m (r 0 ) is the phase at radius r 0 . We find that the logarithmic spiral arms with the estimated spiral parameters agree with the simulation. This indicates that the dependence of the pitch angle on the galactocentric distance is weak. The spiral arms are transient and recurrent, that is, the spiral arms are formed and destructed continuously. We find that the overall spiral arm structures, such as the pitch angle and the number, barely change with time fort/2π > 10.
RESULTS
Spiral Arm Structures
For small Γ h , the length scale of the spiral arms is short and their number is large, while for large Γ h , the length scale is long and their number is small. Namely, the number of spiral arms decreases with increasing Γ h . For larger Γ h , the spiral arms are wound more tightly, in other words, the pitch angle is smaller. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of Q for Q ini = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 (models 33, 35, 37, 39, 41) . In a way similar to the calculation ofθ andm, we calculate the average of Q . For smaller Q, Q increases more rapidly. This is consistent with the previous N-body simulations (Fujii et al. 2011, Paper I) . In the case of smaller Q, the amplification factor is larger and the spiral arms are denser (Toomre 1981) . Since the stars are scattered by the denser spiral arms more strongly, Q increases more rapidly. The time-averaged Q overt/2π = 10-20 for each model is summarized in Table 1 .
Comparison with Swing Amplification Theory
We examine the dependencies ofθ andm on Γ, f , and Q. In Papers I and II, based on the swing amplification,m andθ are estimated as
where A is the Oort constant. In deriving equation (13) we assumed that the orbital frequency is given by Ω 2 πCGΣ d / f r with a fudge factor C of order unity. Note that in reality C depends on the disk and halo models (see Appendix A). For the range of Q = 1.5-1.8, equation (14) is reduced to
3.2.1 Dependence on Γ Fig. 6 shows the results of the N-body simulations. From Table 1 , we adopt Q 1.5 for equations (13). The number of spiral armsm decreases with increasing Γ, which is consistent with equation (13). We find that equation (13) with C = 1.5 agrees well with the numerical results. The pitch angleθ also decreases with increasing Γ. We find that equation (15) agrees well with the numerical results. Fujii et al. (2018) performed the N-body simulations with a more realistic galactic model that includes a live bulge and dark matter halo. They compared the pitch angle with equation (15) and concluded that equation (15) agrees with the N-body simulations. Therefore, it is suggested that equation (15) is applicable under the general galactic models. In addition, they reported that a larger shear rate results in a smaller number of spirals. Our simulation results and equation (13) are also consistent with their results.
Dependence on f
Equation (13) with C = 1.5 shows thatm decreases with increasing f , which agrees with the N-body simulations. This result is consistent with the previous works (D 'Onghia 2015; Fujii et al. 2018) .
Equation (15) indicates that the pitch angle does not depend on f , which is confirmed by the N-body simulations. If we adopt Γ = 1.0 and Q ini = 1.2, the mean pitch angle is 22 • -25 • and is independent of f except for f = 0.05. In the case of the model with f = 0.05, the structure is too small and faint to calculate accurately the pitch angle.
Note that in the models adopted here, Γ and f are varied independently. Thusθ is completely independent of f . Usually, a galaxy model with high f tends to have high Γ, whereθ depends on f through Γ.
Dependence on Q
Equations (13) and (15) show thatm decreases andθ increases with increasing Q, but their dependencies are weak. The numerical results are consistent with the swing amplification.
θ-m Relation
We investigate the relation between the pitch angle and the number of spiral arms. The swing amplification mechanism gives its relation as (Paper II)
Forθ > 30 • , this can be approximated bȳ
Fig . 7 shows the results of N-body simulations with f = 0.2 (models 1-12), f = 0.4 (models 13-24) and Γ h = 1.0 (models 25-32). In equations (16) and (17), we adopt Q = 1.5 and C = 1.5. The swing amplification mechanism generally agrees with the N-body simulations. Thus we predict that the pitch angle increases with the number of spiral arms if the spiral arms are formed by the swing amplification mechanism. From the observational data, the positive correlation between the pitch angle and the number of spiral arms of unbarred multi-arm spiral galaxies has been reported (Hart et al. 2017 ). This correlation is consistent with equation (16). In order to confirm this relation in the observational studies more quantitatively, it is necessary to analyze θ-m relation together with f -dependence.
DISCUSSION
We present the intuitive derivation of the pitch angle and number of spiral arms. Except for the numerical coefficient, the pitch angle formula can be obtained from the phase synchronization argument (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2016b) . We briefly summarize its derivation. We consider a single leading wave in a rotating frame. Due to the shear, the wave rotates from leading to trailing. When the wave changes from leading to trailing, the stabilizing effect of Coriolis force is reduced. Thus, the particles are pulled towards the wave center by the self-gravity and their epicycle phases are synchronized. Then the wave amplitude becomes the maximum after the half of an epicycle period (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2014) . The pitch angle evolves with time as tan θ = 1/(2At) where t is the elapsed time from θ = 90 • . Substituting t = π/κ we obtain the pitch angle as tan θ κ/2π A. This result is consistent with that of the local simulations and the swing amplification tan θ κ/7A (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2014) .
The azimuthal wavelength λ y is given by the pitch angle θ and the radial wavelength λ x ,
The radial wavelength is often assumed to be λ x = λ cr , where λ cr is the critical wavelength of the gravitational instability for the axisymmetric modes (Toomre 1964) . Though this relation is not obvious for non-axisymmetric modes, the local linear analyses of the swing amplification and the local Nbody simulations confirm λ x λ cr for κ/Ω < 1.6 (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2016a) . Thus, adopting this relation we obtain
Using the azimuthal wavelength, we calculate the number of spiral arms as
where we used the approximation Ω 2 πGΣ d /r f (Paper II, Appendix A). For 1.0 < κ/Ω < 1.5, we numerically find that Aκ/Ω 2 is almost constant between 0.65 and 0.77. Thus in this parameter range, we can approximate Aκ/Ω 2 as a constant 0.71. This approximation can recover the previous result, which is
This expression agrees with that obtained by the swing amplification (equation (13)) except for the dependence on Q.
In the above argument we assumed that λ x λ cr . On the other hand, λ y increases with Γ and decreases with increasing θ since θ decreases with increasing Γ. This indicates that m is larger for larger θ, which is consistent with equation (16).
SUMMARY
We have performed the global N-body simulations of disk galaxies in order to compare the spiral structure with those by the swing amplification theory. The mean pitch angle and number of spiral arms were calculated in the disks with various shear rates and mass fractions. We confirmed that the dependencies of the spiral structure on disk parameters agree with those in the swing amplification theory. The pitch angle decreases with increasing the shear rate and is independent of the disk mass fraction. The number of spiral arms decreases with both increasing the shear rate and the disk mass fraction. It follows that the pitch angle tends to increases with the number of spiral arms if the disk mas fraction is fixed.
From the swing amplification mechanism only we cannot understand the overall process of the spiral arm formation. The N-body simulations show that the spiral arms are transient and recurrent, that is, the spiral arms are formed and destructed continuously. Two questions remain unsolved in this process. One is the origin of seed leading waves. In the realistic galaxies, the swing amplification mechanism requires relatively strong leading waves. The Nbody simulations show that the overdense or underdense regions forms due to the nonlinear interaction between spiral arms (D'Onghia et al. 2013; Kumamoto & Noguchi 2016) . However, its physical mechanism is still unclear. We have to understand the generation mechanism such leading waves.
The other is the fate of the amplified spiral arms. The Nbody simulations show that the amplified arms are finally destructed. The destruction mechanism has not yet been understood completely. Baba et al. (2013) pointed out that the stars in spiral arms escape and the spiral arms damp due to the non-linear wave-particle interaction. It is also suggested that the nonlinear wave-wave interaction generates the leading arms from the swing-amplified arms (Fuchs et al. 2005) . The wave-wave interaction may also contribute to damping of the spiral arms. In addition, the gas component of the disk neglected in the present study, may potentially affect the dynamics of spiral arms (e.g., Bottema 2003). Further study on this effect is necessary.
In our N-body simulations, we adopt a artificial galactic model and generate the initial condition by simple manner to control the key disk parameters. Our results suggest that a fudge factor in equation (13) depends on the galactic model. Thus, it is necessary to determine this factor for more realistic galactic model. In addition, the initial condition of our model is not exactly in an equilibrium. Thus, we adopt the randomizing-azimuthal method for avoiding unnatural structures (McMillan & Dehnen 2007; Fujii et al. 2011) . It would be better to adopt the more sophisticated method for generating initial conditions (Hernquist 1993; Kuijken & Dubinski 1995; McMillan & Dehnen 2007; Miki & Umemura 2018) . In the future work, we will validate the swing amplification theory base on more realistic model.
Numerical computations were carried out on Cray XC30 at Center for Computational Astrophysics, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. In calculating C, we assumed C f f = 0.
